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INTRODUCTION 
In an m by n array 
in which each row consists of a permutation of 1, 2,..., n, denote the ith 
column by C. Write Ci < Ci+1 if ei < ei+, , fi < fi+l ,..., xi < x~+~ and call 
such an event a column rise. Denote by R(m, H, l) the number of arrays (1) 
containing precisely f column rises. The number R(1, n, t) is the well known 
Eulerian number [l] and the enumeration for the case m = 2 was announced 
in [2, Theorem 21 and proved in [3, Theorem 2.11. In Section I, by purely 
combinatorial methods, we find a formula and generating function for 
R(m, n, f). In Section 2 we consider some estimations and the behaviour of 
R(tr, n, 0) for large n. 
1. THE NUMBER R(m,n,z) 
In an array (l), let i’(i) be the property that Ci < Ci+l . There are a total 
of n - 1 such properties. For each subset ,S of Zn-l = {l, 2,..., n - l},, let 
A(S) be the number of arrays which have all of the properties P(i) for i &$ 
(and possibly others), and let 
s(k) = x ‘4(S) (2) 
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where the summation extends over all subsets of order k. Then by the 
principle of inclusion and exclusion it follows that 
We now evaluate A(S). 
Let S be a subset of Z-1 of order k. We associate with S the composition 
c(S) of n as follows. If i ES, we place i and i + I in the same subset of Z,, ; 
otherwise i is in a subset by itself. This gives a set partition RI u R2 u -*a u 
Rflpk of Zn and we set rf = 1 Rj 1. Then the associated composition is taken 
to be 
c(s) = kl, r2 ,..., rn-k)2 rl + r2 + "- + r%-k = n? ri > 0. 
Hence the set of all properties P(i) for i E S may be written as 
(4) 
Cl < c2 < ..’ < crl, 
c PI+1 -c G1+2 -c *.* -c Gl~T2 ?...? Gl+...-wn~k&l+l -c ..' -c Gl+...+r"ek 
where a sequence Cj < Cj+I < *.. < CD of length more than one means 
that C$ < Cj+I , C& < C& ,.... For example, if rr = 9 and S = {2, 5,6}, 
then the properties are C2 < Cs, C5 < C8 and C8 < C, and we write CI , 
C2 < Cs, C4 , C5 < CG < C, , C8 , Cg, corresponding to the composition 
1 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1 = 9. It follows that 
Since the composition (rl , r2 ,..., rnpk) determines the set S, we obtain from 
(2), (3) and (5) the formula 
f z (n !/rl ! 
n=* ~l+..+r~=n~ 
... rD !)m xn/(n!)m = [ $I .~+~/(i!)~]’ (7) 
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it follows that 
where j(x) = Waco (~~/(i!)~). 
In the case m = 1, the right side of (7) becomes (es - l)p and by comparing 
coefficients of xn/n ! on both sides of (7) we obtain 
where ,S(n, p) = ~~~~ (- l)j (7) (p - j)a/p! is the well-known Stirling number 
of the second kind. Hence, from (6) 
By symmetry, 
R(1, n, f) = R(1, n, n - 1 - l) = U$o (- l)U r z I) (l + 1 - UP 
is the familiar Eulerian number which counts those permutations eI , ez ,..., en 
of 1, 2,..., n with exactly t rises (a conventional rise to the left of eI is not 
counted here). 
In the case of m = 2, (8) reduces to [2, Theorem 21, [3, Theorem 2.11. 
2. ESTIMATIONS 
An exact calculation of R(m, n, t) for large values of n and m is, of course, 
quite difficult. We can, however, investigate the behaviour as n and m 
increase. The number of arrays (1) with at least t column rises is less than 
or equa1 to s(f). By (2) and (5) 
<(n!)~2-93 (since r! > 2v-1, r > 0) 
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It follows that the number of arrays (I) with less than t column rises is 
Letting t = 1 in (lo), 
‘. 
R(m, n, 0) 2 (TI!)~$ [ 1 - &$--I. 01) 
In particular this shows that 
Inequality (IO) can also be obtained by a probabalistic argument which 
we sketch briefly. Consider the sample space of all arrays (1) with the uniform 
probability measure. The probability of a column rise occuring at any one 
fixed column is clearly 2+. It follows that the probability of column rises 
occuring at each of any t fixed columns is <2-tm. (The occurence of a 
column rise at any column decreases the probability of rises at adjacent 
columns). Hence, the probability of at least t rises is <2-tm(n;1) and (IO) 
follows immediately. 
We conclude by giving some numerical results which compare certain 
values of R(n, rz, 0) with the estimates provided by (I I). 
n R(n, n, 0) C 1 - 9) (n!)~ 
1 1 1 
2 3 3 
3 163 162 
4 271,375 269,568 
5 21,855,093,749 21,772,800,000 
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